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Cascades Academy is an engaged, vibrant community that weaves challenging
academics with experiential learning to inspire socially responsible individuals
ready for a diverse and changing world.
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WELCOME TO 2020-2021

As we approach the opening of
the 2021-22 school year, we are
sharing this updated health and
safety handbook with our families
so that you have all pertinent
information in one place. After
reading its contents, if you have
further questions, please do not
hesitate to email them to the
appropriate contact person listed
at the end of this guide.
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OUR GOALS &
VALUES FRAMEWORK
The guidelines outlined in
this document represent our
efforts to keep health and
safety at the forefront for our
students, faculty, staff, and
families. We have
incorporated advice from
local, state, and federal
agencies to inform our
decisions, and members of
both the leadership team
and Board of Trustees have
been involved in our
planning process.
Throughout our journey with
the pandemic, we have
learned that we must
continue to be resilient,
flexible, and nimble in our
approach to planning, while
always keeping what is best
for our students at the heart
of all that we do.

We must continue to be
resilient, flexible, and
nimble in our approach
to planning

"
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While this handbook
represents our plan for the
start of the school year, we
are certainly open to
revisiting the guidelines as
new data emerges. We will
continue to keep an eye on
what is happening locally
and adapt our protocols
accordingly throughout the
year.
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VALUES
We have, and will continue to be,
guided by the following values:
Student-Centered

Health & Wellness

To continually ask, “What is best for
our students?” at every stage of
planning.

To promote the health and safety of
all community members as our
highest commitment.

Community Preservation

Academic Excellence

To build upon, preserve, & protect
community strengths, connection, &
culture.

To preserve our robust commitment
to mission & core values including
learning excellence, experiential
learning, & social/emotional health &
wellness.

Diversity, Equity, &

Leadership

Inclusion
To demonstrate our values of
diversity, equity, & inclusion.

Cascades Academy

To incorporate student & family
feedback & commit to program
iteration, rapid responsiveness, &
innovation to respond to changing
needs.
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2021-2022 GOALS
The primary difference this school year
compared to last year and the spring of 2020
is that the guidance from the state now
strongly advises the majority of the protocols
rather than requiring them.
Based on our experience throughout the past two school years and the
pandemic, we have taken care in using the recommendations as a
baseline while also prioritizing the following goals:

To maximize the in-person learning
experience in alignment with our mission and
core values
To bring back more experiential education
elements
To offer opportunities for family community
building and connection to school experience
To provide consistent and transparent
communication in our approach and philosophy
in order to maintain trust and community support
To foster a compassionate and supportive
environment where all opinions are respected
and our focus remains on our common goal of
supporting our students

Cascades Academy
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
LEARNING & SUPPORT
Providing care and personal
growth opportunities for
students will continue to be a
high priority at Cascades
Academy this year. The year
will begin with a focus on
building relationships to
foster a sense of trust and
belonging. Faculty will use
regular check-ins to monitor
and gauge student wellbeing. Individual or small
group follow-up with
students and parents will be
provided by the school
counselor for students
indicating a possible need
for extra support.

For support, please
contact Leah Rapaport,
Director of Counseling,
at rapaport@
cascadesacademy.org

Cascades Academy

"

Cascades Academy is
committed to educating our
community on the dangers of
stigma especially as it
relates to COVID-19. It is
important to remember that
no single person or group of
people are more likely than
others to spread COVID-19.
Stigma has no place at
Cascades Academy, and we
are committed to making
sure that everyone in our
community feels safe from
both a medical and socialemotional standpoint.
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HEALTH & SAFETY
Our top priority at Cascades Academy is the
health and safety of our students, faculty, and
staff.
We realize that maintaining a healthy environment on our campus will
require the collective effort of everyone in our community. With the
guidance of OHA, ODE, CDC, and local authorities, we now know how
important it is to layer mitigation strategies to limit the spread of illness
within our school community.

Toni Congedo is our Health Coordinator and lead
staff member for Communicable Disease
Management at the school and communicates to
parents, staff, and Deschutes County Health
Department for any exclusion communication
including Covid-19.

Toni Congedo can be
reached at congedo@
cascadesacademy.org or
541.382.0699
x106

Cascades Academy

"
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We will focus our mitigation efforts on the following
mainstays per the guidance from ODE. In the following
section you will find details about how our program has
been adapted to align with the newest data around
reducing the spread of COVID-19 in schools.

Screening, Travel, & Community Responsibility
Families screen at-home without the app; talk with Toni if your child has symptoms or
exposure
Families assess their own need to quarantine post-travel
Families keep in mind the health and safety of the whole school community when
socializing outside of school

At-Home Screening instead of Clear2School App
A significant change from last year to this year is that families will no longer be completing the
daily health survey in Clear2School. Instead, families must do an at-home screening of
students before coming to school, checking for the following symptoms and
circumstances:

Cascades Academy
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DAILY SYMPTOM SCREENING

Check your child every day for the following
symptoms. If any of the following are true, you
must contact Toni Congedo, Health Coordinator,
before coming to school to discuss if the student
may attend school that day.
Fever above 100.4
Cough
Shortness of breath
Upset stomach
(nausea, diarrhea)
Congestion / runny
nose
Sore throat
Headache
New loss of taste or
smell
Close contact with
someone who has
COVID-19 if the student
is susceptible
(Susceptible is defined
as an unvaccinated
person or someone
without natural
immunity from an
infection within 90
days)
Positive COVID-19 test
result for anyone in the
household

Cascades Academy

Report symptoms to health@
cascadesacademy.org or
541.382.0699 x106
Each situation is unique and
Toni will be happy to provide
guidance on a case by case
basis. Any student who
arrives at school with any of
these symptoms will be sent
home if they have not already
been cleared to attend school
by Toni Congedo.
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Travel Quarantine
In terms of out-of-state travel, we no longer have a travel advisory to follow. However, we ask that
families take responsibility for any travel to determine if any risk factors of their travel warrant
quarantine. Factors to consider might be: method of transportation, circumstances of travel, events
attended, immunity, etc.

Community Responsibility
Please keep the health and safety of our entire school community in mind when socializing outside
of school. Playdates, sleep overs, and other gatherings can present circumstances where
transmission could occur. We will do our part while the students are at school to mitigate as much
risk of transmission as possible, and we ask that you do the same while outside of school. A good
rule of thumb is to have your kids follow “school rules” when engaging in social activities outside of
school.

Vaccination
As stated by the CDC and OHA, vaccination is the most powerful tool available to stop
the spread of COVID-19. Currently, everyone age 12 and above is eligible to receive a free
COVID-19 vaccine. Information about local vaccine clinics is available here.
All Cascades Academy faculty and staff are fully vaccinated
against COVID-19. The school encourages families to discuss
the vaccine with their health care providers. Under Oregon law,
youth 15 years and older may give consent to receive medical
treatment, including vaccinations, when provided by a physician,
physician assistant, naturopath, nurse practitioner, dentist or
optometrist, or other professionals operating under the license of
these providers.

faculty & staff

vaccinated

People are considered fully vaccinated 2 weeks after their second dose of the PfizerBioNTech or Moderna COVID-19 vaccines, 2 weeks after the single-dose Johnson &
Johnson’s COVID-19 vaccine or for 90 days after having COVID-19 due to natural immunity.
Guidance from the CDC for fully vaccinated individuals can be found here.

Cascades Academy
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KEY MITIGATION APPROACHES

Protective Equipment, Physical
Distancing, and Stable Groups
Masks will required for all staff and PK-12 students indoors at all
times and outdoors when 6’ of social distancing cannot be
monitored
K-12 students and staff will practice 3’ distancing when masked
Distancing will be in place to the greatest extent possible and
cannot be guaranteed
Highlight
1 is not required in pre-kindergarten
Social distance
LS: 1the
classroom
/ stable
Summarize
key points
here.group per grade level
Some help!
mixing within the division permitted as long as distancing
Bullet points
and mask
Bullet points
help!wearing is in place
MS/US: 1 stable group per division; students rotate classrooms by
subject

Protective Equipment
As required by the State of Oregon, we will require masks for all students,
staff, and visitors on campus. We will also continue with mask-wearing
outdoors unless:
Students are stationary with six feet of distancing, for example when
spread out for an activity where students do not need to move around and
distancing can be monitored
Students are outdoors for
lunch/snack and distancing can be
monitored

Cascades Academy
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Physical Distancing
All K-12 classrooms are set up to allow for three feet of social distancing, which is in line with the
newest recommendation from the CDC. This means that we will now be able to accommodate each
grade level within one classroom as we did prior to the pandemic. Six feet distancing is still
recommended outdoors when masks are not worn, or three feet when masks are worn.
Last year we learned that consistently enforcing social distancing in a school setting is nearly
impossible. Teachers will continue to remind students and enforce the 3 feet rule whenever feasible.
At the same time, we know from experience that there will certainly be times that students are within
3 feet of one another, and our goal will be to limit this amount of time as much as possible.

Stable Groups
Each lower school grade level is considered a “stable group” and will be together throughout the
day. Lower school grades will be permitted to mix for activities that are controlled, such as FLIGHT,
as long as these gatherings are held outdoors and with ample distancing.
Middle and upper school divisions are considered stable groups as entire divisions. In other words,
all 6th-8th grade students will be allowed to mix, and all 9th-12th grade students will be allowed to
mix. Distancing and mask-wearing will be required.

2021-2022 Classroom Map

Cascades Academy
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Screening Tests: An Exciting New
Mitigation Strategy
OHA is recommending weekly testing of asymptomatic individuals as testing has been
shown to be helpful in mitigating spread. All testing is available at no cost; much of it is
covered through State or Federal programs designed to help schools be successful in
their in-person operations this year. Our hope is that through high participation in a
robust and consistent testing program, we may be able to:
Minimize the need to quarantine large groups of students,
thus keeping students in class as much as possible
Bring back some of our experiential program elements
Provide peace of mind about the prevalence of the virus
within our school community, thus potentially allowing us to
loosen some of our restrictions on campus over time
Our testing program will consist of four elements:

01

At-Home Weekly Screening Testing for K-12 Students
(Opt-in)
ODE/OHA is providing a free weekly PCR testing program for K-12 students
(this program is not available for pre-k students). Families are highly
encouraged to opt-in to this at-home testing program. Every student who optsin will receive testing kits to be administered at home. The test is a noninvasive, shallow nasal swab. After completing the test, it is sent away via UPS
and results are provided directly to the family and OHA within 48 hours.
Though we don’t currently have a testing schedule, there may be times when
we ask participating families to test such as county case counts, positive cases
within our community, holidays, or travel. More details will be forthcoming.

02

At-Home Weekly Screening Testing for Staff (Opt-in)
All staff are eligible to participate in a similar weekly testing program, though
it is administered separately through OHA.

Cascades Academy
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03

On-Campus Pre-Trip Testing for Students (Required)

We have set up a required, on-site testing program for students who wish to
participate on overnight trips such as Confluence and Traveling School.
Students will complete a test on campus 72 hours prior to their trip; if a student
tests positive, they will not be able to participate in the trip. Upcoming testing
dates and trips are scheduled as follows:
US Confluence: Testing on Tuesday, September 7 from 8:30-10am; trip
departs Thursday, September 9.
MS Confluence: Testing on Monday, September 13 from 8:30-10am; trip
departs Wednesday, September 15
If your child is not present for the scheduled testing time, you must provide
results of a negative PCR test conducted within 72 hours of trip departure in
order for your child to participate. In this circumstance, please contact Toni
Congedo, Health Coordinator, for more details.

04

On-Campus BinaxNOW Diagnostic Testing for K-12
Students and Staff (Opt-in)
A student or staff member that presents with symptoms during the school day
will be sent home. However, we have diagnostic (rapid antigen) tests available
to quickly identify a case in school, as early identification can interrupt viral
spread. This testing may also be used for exposure to COVID-19 through a
close contact with a case. At limited times, BinaxNOW testing may be used for
Traveling School purposes at times when high case counts are in our
community. BinaxNOW is a free program offered through the COVID-19
Testing in Oregon’s K-12 Schools Program. Use is limited to the number of
available tests on site and will not be a substitute for testing under the direction
of someone’s provider. In order to be eligible for this type of test, families have
the option to consent for BinaxNOW testing by completing the form in
Steelhead Connect.
To opt-in to any of our testing programs, please complete the
appropriate form on Steelhead Connect.

Cascades Academy
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OHA REQUIREMENTS

Exposure and Quarantine

Exposure = Susceptible person, 15+ minutes in a day when 6’
distance was not maintained or 3’ distancing was not maintained with
consistent mask use
Vaccinated/immune individuals do not have to quarantine if exposed,
should test 3-5 days after exposure and monitor for symptoms
Quarantine for exposed unvaccinated individuals if 3’ distancing and
Highlight
1 wearing cannot be confirmed
proper mask

An exposure is defined as a susceptible individual (an unvaccinated person or someone
without natural immunity from an infection within 90 days), who has close contact for
longer than 15 cumulative minutes in a day with a person who has COVID-19. If a
positive case arises, we will work with Deschutes County Public Health (DCPH) to
establish who was exposed, and follow DCPH’s determination of what is an exposure. If
we are able to confirm that 6 feet of distancing was consistently maintained or 3 foot
distancing indoors with consistent mask use was maintained during the school day, then
each person the confirmed case was in contact with at school will not need to
quarantine – this could include all members of a stable cohort.
According to the CDC, If you have had close contact with someone who has COVID-19,
you should get tested 3-5 days after your exposure, even if you don’t have symptoms.
You should also wear a mask indoors in public for 14 days following exposure or until
your test result is negative. You should isolate for 10 days if your test result is positive.
If quarantine is recommended by DCPH, the following timelines will apply:
The safest option is to quarantine at home for 14days since the last close contact to a person with
COVID-19
A person may consider ending quarantine early:
After 10 days if they have no symptoms
After 7 days if they have no symptoms and
they take a COVID PCR or NAAT test on day
6 or later and have a negative result.

Cascades Academy
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Questions about Quarantine &
Continuation of Learning

1.

What if my child has to quarantine?

If a student has to quarantine due to exposure or
symptoms for a long period of time (defined as more than
three days), each division has a learning continuation plan
to support students who must stay home, which includes
assignments, lessons, and scheduled opportunities to
connect with their teachers. Division heads will provide
more information about their specific learning continuation
plans, as these plans vary considerably depending on the
age of our students.
For students who must stay home for a short period of
time (three days or fewer), students/families are
encouraged to reach out to their teacher upon their return
to campus to determine what work needs to be made up.
Because we will not be offering the concurrent classroom
option we used last year, students at home will not be able
to attend classes remotely via Zoom. Each division’s
learning continuation plan, however, may include
opportunities for students to connect with their teachers
and classmates via Zoom at designated times during the
school day.

2.

What if my child's class has to quarantine?
In the event that an entire class needs to quarantine, the school will
implement a transition plan to virtual learning. This transition looks different
depending on a child’s grade and division, and more details will be provided
should virtual learning be necessary.

Cascades Academy
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Hand Hygiene and Cleaning
Many of the protocols that we put in place last year will continue to apply this year to
ensure a healthy environment:
Students will be instructed on proper handwashing and will have access to
handwashing stations and sanitizers throughout the campus.
All staff and students will wash their hands throughout the day with soap and water,
after using the restroom, before and after meals, and before and after recess.
Staff will clean, sanitize and disinfect frequently touched surfaces and toys and
equipment that cannot be easily cleaned will be avoided.

Airflow and Circulation
Outdoor time will be highly encouraged, and we are fortunate to have a large campus
with many outdoor areas conducive to learning. Teachers will take advantage of these
spaces as much as possible throughout the school day. The recess/outdoor activity
schedule will limit the number of students in play areas and allow for ample distancing.
Meals and snacks will be consumed outdoors to the greatest extent possible.
When indoors, we are fortunate to have an advanced HVAC system that provides
excellent indoor air quality - displacement ventilation. All classrooms receive a constant
supply of filtered fresh air through air exchangers that are fitted with MERV 13 filters on
the intake. Air is not recirculated in the building. Each wing of the school has its own
dedicated unit with its size based on how many classrooms it has to service. The
air exchangers operate by using
two different fans. One fan's job is
to remove old air from each
classroom while at the same time
the other fan is pumping in a new
supply of filtered fresh air to all the
classrooms from outside the
building. These air exchangers
have a complete yearly inspection,
monthly filter changes, and are also
fitted with monitors on the filters to
let us know if they need to be
serviced.

Cascades Academy
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OTHER PROGRAM LOGISTICS

Drop-Off and Pick-Up Procedures
We have made some revisions to our drop-off and pick-up
procedures from last year. The very best news to share is
that parents/guardians are now welcome to walk their
children into the building. Hooray! Masks are required for
anyone in the building, and under no circumstances should
you enter the building with any symptoms. We do ask that
you keep your drop-off brief. If you would like to linger and
visit with other parents, we simply ask that you do so
outside.

Cascades Academy
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Grade(s)

Drop-Off

Pick-Up

Pre-Kindergarten

According to early
childhood
regulations, prekindergarten
families must park
in the parking lot
and walk their
students to the
exterior pre-k door.

According to early
childhood regulations,
pre-kindergarten
families must park in
the parking lot and
walk down to pick
their students up at
the exterior pre-k
door.

Kindergarten-3rd Grade

K-5 students will
enter at the south
doors across from
the US wing.
Families may
choose to:

At pick-up, K-3
families must park and
walk down to the gym
where they will let the
staff member on duty
know who they are
picking up. The staff
member will then
radio for the student
who will come outside.
K-3 families may not
pick up from the circle
unless the student has
a MS/US sibling.

1) park in the
parking lot and
walk their children
to their classroom
2) pull all the way
forward into the
circle to drop off

Cascades Academy
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Grades
4th-5th Grade

Drop-Off
K-5 students will
enter at the south
doors across from
the US wing.
Families may
choose to:
1) park in the
parking lot and
walk their children
to their classroom
2) pull all the way
forward into the
circle to drop off

Middle School

Middle school
students will enter
through the main
entrance. Families
may choose to:
1) park in the
parking lot and
walk their children
to their classroom
2) pull all the way
forward into the
circle to drop off

Cascades Academy

Pick-Up
At pick-up, 4th-5th
grade families must
park and walk down to
the main entrance
where they will let the
staff member on duty
know who they are
picking up. The staff
member will then
radio for the student
who will come outside.
4/5 families may not
pick up from the circle
unless the student has
a MS/US sibling.

At pick up time,
middle school parents
/ guardians should pull
into the traffic circle
(as far forward as
possible) to pick up
their students.
Families will receive
two name tags with
their child’s last name
and grade printed on it
to display in the
vehicle. Families
should place their
name sign on their
dashboard so that
staff members can
see it and radio for the
student to exit the
building.
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Grades

Drop-Off

Pick-Up

Upper School

Upper school
students will enter
through the gym.
Families should
pull all the way
forward into the
circle to drop off.
US students who
drive themselves
must park at the
north end of the lot
and walk down the
sidewalk to the
gym. It is not
permitted to cross
the driveway or
traffic circle on
foot.

At pick up time,
upper school parents
/ guardians should
pull into the traffic
circle (as far forward
as possible) to pick
up their students.
Families will receive
two name tags with
their child’s last
name and grade
printed on it to
display in the vehicle.
Families should
place their name sign
on their dashboard
so that staff
members can see it
and radio for the
student to exit the
building.

If you need to drop off or pick up
your student outside of regular
drop-off/pick-up times, please
come to the front office for
assistance. Calling ahead is
especially helpful when picking
up students during the school
day so that we can have them
ready to go.

Cascades Academy
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After Care Program
We will be able to offer after care programming for lower school students this year, including
drop-in care as needed. In addition, we look forward to offering some after school programs
for middle school students. More details about these programs will be forthcoming from the
LS and MS Division Heads.

School Supplies & Personal Items
Every item that comes to school with a student must be clearly labeled with their name.
This includes all clothing, supplies, etc. We will do our best to return labeled items to
students. Every student will need:
Backpack
Lunchbox
Water bottle (Drinking fountains will not be available, however, bottle filling stations will be
available throughout the school.)
Several extra face masks
School supplies are provided for all lower school students (PK-5) and families are charged a
supply fee for these items. Please see MS/US newsletters for information about their supply
needs.

Transportation
When students are transported in school
buses, we will follow federal transportation
guidance. Currently, this guidance does not
require social distancing while on the bus.
Masks will be worn and windows will
remain open to the greatest extent
possible.

Visitors and Volunteers
According to the Governor’s latest mandate, all volunteers in schools must be vaccinated by
October 18, 2021. Visitors must be limited to less than 15 minutes. Visitors include all people
coming to campus who are not faculty, staff, or students. Outside of drop-off and pick-up, we
strongly encourage individuals who must come to campus to make an appointment unless
otherwise directed. A wellness screening will be conducted prior to coming to campus and
upon entering the building, and masks will be required.

Cascades Academy
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Acknowledgement of Risk
As a community, it is our responsibility to be mindful that we
all need to manage and mitigate risk and establish a
responsible standard of care for all events and programming
at the school. While we cannot eliminate all risk from Covid19, we can take actions to mitigate it. Cascades Academy
requires all participants who attend school-sponsored
activities or who access the school campus to strictly observe
those preventative measures which have been prescribed to
minimize the spread of Covid-19. While these measures might
minimize risk of exposure, participants should understand
their participation could still result in exposure to Covid-19 and
possible illness. In the event that someone in the school
community does not want to undertake this risk, please
contact your child’s division head to make alternative plans
related to school offerings and events. Anyone enrolled at
Cascades Academy is required to sign an Assumption of
Risk/Release of Liability Agreement.

Cascades Academy
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Do you have a question that we can address via email?
Contact us!

Athletics
Sam Horn, Athletic Director:
horn@cascadesacademy.org
Finances & Operations
Mark Stamler, Business Officer:
stamler@cascadesacademy.org
Health & Safety
Toni Congedo, Health Coordinator: congedo@cascadesacademy.org
Program/Curriculum
If you have a question about your individual child, we recommend you start by
reaching out to their classroom teacher or advisor. A full staff directory is
available on Steelhead Connect. If, at any point, you need additional support,
you may reach out to the appropriate Division Head:
Jessi Christiansen, Lower School Head: christiansen@cascadesacademy.org
Aaron Moorhead, Middle School Head: moorhead@cascadesacademy.org
Joshua Klaus, Upper School Head: klaus@cascadesacademy.org

Student Support
Leah Rapaport, Director of Counseling, rapaport@cascadesacademy.org
Katie Lamarre, Director of Curriculum & College Counseling:
lamarre@cascadesacademy.org
Technology
Bernadette Shilliam, Business Office Coordinator:
shilliam@cascadesacademy.org
Technical Support: techsupport@cascadesacademy.org

CONTACT INFORMATION

Admissions & Tuition Assistance
Steve Jansen, Director of Admission:
jansen@cascadesacademy.org

Other inquiries not addressed above:
Julie Amberg, Head of School: amberg@cascadesacademy.org

Cascades Academy
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19860 Tumalo Reservoir Road
Bend, OR 97703
541.382.0699
www.cascadesacademy.org
health@cascadesacademy.org

